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Abstract beencarriedout usingthe baseline Shuttle environmentderived
I here and the ST gaseous contribution as calculated in Reference 5.
! A baselinegaseousand particulateenvironmentof the The res'altantenvironment consisting of pressures,densities, fluxes
! Shuttle bay has been developed based on the various measure- and column densitiesaround the ST is needed to evaluateamong
l ments which havebeen madeduringthe first four flights of the others, any limitation on ST ventingimposed by the external pres-
1 * Shuttle. The environment is described by tl_etime dependent sure and any contamination hazards. The paperconcludesby
E pressure,density, scatteredmolecularfluxes, the colunm densities summarizhtgthe theoretical-experimentalgaseous and particulate
I and including the transient effects of water dumps,engine fkings conditions expected in any empW Shuttle bay and the conditions, openingand closing of the bay doors. The particulateco di- expec ed when a group of payloadsrepresented by t ST are
tions in the ambient and on surfaces havebeen predicted as a rune- included.
I tion of the mission time based on the availabledata. This basicShuttle environment when combined with the outgassingand the
particulate contributions of the payloads,'can provide adescrip- GroundEnvironment
tion of the environment of a payload in the Shuttle bay. As an
example of this application,the environment of the Space Tele- The environment surroundingthe Shuttle and the payloads
scope (ST) in the bay, which may be representative of the environ- (P/L) on the groundis variable and difficult to define. The number
"_ ment of severalpayloads,has been derived. Among the many of particles and the non.volatile gaseousresidues (NVR) from the
findings obtained in the processof modeling the environment,one environmentwhich deposit on surfacesaredifficult to autess.
is that the payloadsenvironment in the bay is not substantially Measurementswith IECMand other instrmnents at KSFC in ad-/, different or more objectionable than the self-generated e viron- v_nee of a numberof Shuttle flightshavegiv indications on the
_i! / ment of a largepayload or spacecraft. It is, however, more severe state of the surfacesprevious to the flights(References 2 and 6).
duringground facilitiesoperations, the first 15 to 20 hours of the Figure I shows the numberof particlesand their size distributions
i: flight, duringand for a short period afterwater has been dumped to be foundon a Shuttle surface immediately before launch and
overboard,and the reaction control engines arebeing fired, in orbit, as measuredfrom the PassiveSampleArray (PSA) of the
IEC}.LT orbitaldistributionwas obtained by subtractingthe
_i ferry flight measurementsfrom those corresponding to about 19
Introduction = days of deposits in the Operation ProcessingFacility (OPF) at
KSFC. These particulatedeposits reflect the Visibly Clean Level 1
The Shuttle bay environment has b.eenmeasured-with the (V.C.L.)of Table 1used for the assessmentof surfacecleanliness
IECM(Induced EnvironmentContaminationMonitors) instrn- and the conditions at the KSFCfacilities duringthe past Shuttle
ments on STS-I, 2, 3, 4 fligilts andwith other monitors on the flights. The IECMcascade impactormeasurementsduring the
sameflights and others. The measurements havebeen reported in Shuttle launch portion of the flights providedvolumetric particu-
References 1 through4 and in other documents. The measure- late samplin,I,of the environment. These samplingmeasurements 1
/ ments indicate that with the exception of duringcertain events appearto be in agreementwith the indications givenby the passive
r and periods, _heShuttle bay environment is within criterialimits samples The passives_Jnpleparticlemeasurementshavebeen
_i'iestablished at the beginning of the Shuttle program. However, superposedon the MIL-STD-1246A for product cleanliness. The
the measurements do not providea specific baselineShuttle bay superposition indicates that for particle sizes up to 25 to 3C/Jm,
.... environment which can beused to evaluate the environmentof the cleanlinesslevel of Shuttle bay surfacesmay correspondto
' Shuttle payloads. They reflect attitude changes and particular productcleanlinesslevel 300 (one particleof size 300 _m rests on
':: maneuversdesigned to test and evaluate the Shuttle. one square foot surface). CL-,_00 coverageis calculated to pro-
_ vide a surface obscurationo_ _'._i_t2.7x 10-2 percent (Reference
In this paper, a general/zationof the Shuttle environment has 7). Otherdata taken in the O_: _facility(Reference 6) have indi-
iS been carriedout basedon the variousdiscretemeasurements. The cated fall-out of largerparticles on the surfaces. The accumula-
resultant baselineenvironment is needed to evaluatethe deslsn tion of severaldays appearsto correspond to a surfaceCL-750.
and the operational conditions of payloads sensitive to the Shuttle This level producesan obscuration of about 2.6 percent which is
environment. The payloadsself-induced gaseous and particulate consideredat the limit of acceptability for a largeoptical surface
environment added to that of the Shuttle providethe payload but acceptable for attitude control, thermalcontrol and for solar
environment. This environment will beused to evaluate possible arrays. The distribution of the particulatesmeasured on the
surfaces degradationsand observationalconstraints on the instru- Shuttle surfacesdoes not follow the distribution indicated in MIL-
manta. The shuttle bay gaseouspressure,density, scattered fluxes, STD-1246A. Morelargeparticles arepresent than the MIL-STD
and columndensity havebeen derivedand shown graphicallyas a would predict. Th i descriptionof the particulatedeposits in
function of time and distance from the bay. Certain events such as terms of that specie)cationis being done for convenience. The
engine firings, waterrejections, bay doorclosings and reopenings other indicationof surface cleanlinessis provided by deposits on a
havebeen indicated for their effects on the environment. The surface of NVR from the ambient. Spectralspec_ r reflectance
' \ i fractional contents of certain gases in the total gaseous environ- and transmittance measurements in the region of 120-2500 _tmof
\ ment havebeen indicated. A generalizationof the particulate the PSAmonitor surfacesdid not indicate NVR deposits. Reflec-
environment based on ground and orbit measurements with the tance and transmittance lossesof less than 2 percent were mea-
IECMand with otherground instruments, has been carriedout. suredwhen comparingexposed and non-exposed surfaces. These
" losses were thought to be caused by particulates. The cascade
The natural environment at orbitedaltitude and its effect on impactors of the IECMwhich have sensitivity of 10-Tgcm-2 and
the total.pressurein the bay and the effect on some materials' were in operation duringthe _ametime of the surface monitors,
i performancehavealso been included. As an example of the appll- did not indicate film deposits (Reference 2). Contrary to these
cation, a prediction of the SpaceTelescope (ST) environment has indications, sampleplates loc._tedin the OPF, have indicated on
_ certain occasions NVR accumulation rates of 2 to 7A/day which
could produceunacceptable deposits in aweek. Regardlessof the
_ontradictorymeasurements, improvementson the clean condi-
• Aerospace Technologist, Instrument SystemsBranch, Instrument tions of that facility are beingmade and more stringent cleaning
division.
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Fig. 1 P_uivesamplearraymeasurements:averageFarticlesizedistributionfrom
u STS-2,A STS-3,o STS-4 flightsorbitalresults(total mission- ferry flight).
procedures and inspections arebeing instituted. In fact, the late_t up to 100A or more. These NVR deposits may leave the surface
k_ Shuttle flights appearto showimprovements in the areaof cleanli- before the Shuttle goes into orbit.
_.-., ness. One of the criteriafor cleanlinessof optical surfacesmay be
_: that deposits of thickness_ater thanX/40, where X is the mini-
_numwavelength to be observed,should beprevented. In fact, a Shuttle Bay Flight Environment
_ 30A thick deposit of polymericmaterialscommonly used in space- i. 7
craft, is estimated to produce a tran_nittance loss of about 23 per. The Shuttle bay molecular and particulate environment,as
t cent in the U.V. deduced from discrete measurementsand from the application of
theory, is presented in the next sections. The environment applies
'._ ' In conclusion, the surface conditions of the Shuttle and pay. to the Shuttle bay with the limitedpayload complements carried
loads at the time of launch aredifficult to predict. They are with the SfS-1, to STS-5 Shuttle flights. As such, this environ-
:- dependent on the attentions accorded to surfacecleaning, inspec- ment can be ronsidered_applicable to the Shuttle bay, with
i tion and the environmentalcontrol of the ambientduring the monitoring instruments but without payloads. The gaseous
i variousstagesof pre-filght. From the measurementson these in:,- environment was derived for a normal temperatureof the bay.ti l flights, it appearsthat the Shuttl surfaces before launchmaD' But, it can be mo ified, to account for other ave agebay tempera-
I be characterizedas follows: (1) the surfaces may haveparticulate turesand temperatureexcursions.
•._ deposits corresponding to CL-300 to 750 with a maximum
obscurationof 2.6 percent;(2) the NVR on surfacesmay not be
detectable at certain locations while on othersmay havedapostted Ascent
Duringascent, the pressurein tl_ebay drops at a rate of about
: 0.25 psi/s, as measuredat the Air Samplerof the IECMon STS-2
_" Table 1. Visibly clean levels and inspection criteriafor the flight, Reference 8. Pressures in the submillimeterrangewere
; orbiter payload bay, payloadcanister, and payloads, measuyed during the STS-I flight with a gauge (V07P9084A)
located at the mid-fuselage coordinates Xo=863, Yo=90, Zo=367,
VC Level Illumination ObservationDistance Remarks Reference 9. The pressureswere measuredin lb/fl 3 and for a
, 4 periodof 2.2 hours. Figure 2 shows the bay pressureversus time
I_, 1 _50 foot $ to 10 ft. KSCStandardService startin8at 1hour MET(Mission ElapsedTime) when the measuredcandles '
, , pressurewas about 10"_ torr. The outgassingof the Sh'utflebay _
_. 2 100 to 200 6 to 18 in. Optional Serv/ce at that time can be estimated at 4.8x 102 ton"l/s sin_e the bay
_,;. ve_ting area and the conductance are about 0.48 m_ and 4.8xfoot candles
. 104 l/s, respectively. The time constant (l/e pressuredrop time)
3 100 to 200 6 to 18 in. Optional Service: for the bay volume of about 350 ma is calculated to be 7.3 sac. At
foot candles 2X to 7X Power those relatively htah pressureswith the bay doors closed, tempor-
Optical Aid Permitted ary deposits of certain contaminant gases can occur on some sur-
for lnspectiOl_ faces, The molecular composition of the outgassing from the
Shuttle at that time may consist of about 60 percent H20, 2S per-
VC + 100 to 200 6 to 18 in. Optional Service: cent H2, 10percent CO2 and tl,e rest 02 or other molecules`Special foot candles ' Same Inspection as
Levels 2 or $ Plus The particulate measurements dufln8 this period have been
SpecialMetmloW carriedout with the IECMCascade Impactors. The volumetric
RequiremeMs samplings,Reference 2 for flights STS-2, 3, 4 indicated conditions
,,t. approximatingthe Clean,Rooms Class IOOKof the FED-STD-
From NASA SN-C-000SA 209B which specifies 10_ particlesof 0.5 pmdiameter, in a cubic
_f
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_ The slope of the line which happens to be close to l, indicatesan
" outsa_ rate decayingwith the first power of time. This decay
-., , rate is theoretically and experimentally found to occur when
I0-2 .._ ' ''""1 ' 'iT-T_"l ' '''" ''"_ many materlalsof different chemical natureoutgas s_multane-ousiy. The resultingprenure for closed doors and normal
. - • temperature, isgiven by
-_ ,i PS(t) = 2.32 x lO"3 t"! (ton.) (1)
, lO-S i-_ .... -_ where t isin hours.
: STS-CLOSED
- SAYPRESSURE 1.2U.RCAi The preuure with the bay doors open has also been shown in
• ENGINEFIRING Figure 2. It has beenobtained by c__nsiderin8that when the bay is
• open _e vent area is about 86 m2, comdderably more than
- 0.48 m" for the closed doors. The ratio of the vent areas is also
" the ratio of the pressureswith the open and ,:losedbay doors. The
lO-4 " open bay pressurewill be about 5.58x10 "_ of the close bay pres-I:: " BAYCLOSED
-- - sure and, at 2:35 MET uj:on opening the doors, the_prenure
o . b OPENED should beabout 5.02x10 "e tort within lea than 5 minutes. TheI&l
=e: . _ RAM outganin8 pressurewailcontinue to drop from that lrdti_lyalue
241Kin, according to the decay rate found for _e closed door cor/ditions.The pressure in thh case is given by: , /
_er
i eL 1O-S .'-_ :_ Ps(t) = 1.3 x 10"s r I (ton) (2)
• /
_ _ whichisvalidfromt>2:40(2.66) hourMET. Thisoutgassing ,
STS-3 pressure drops below the normal ambient:pnqmzreof 2.2x10"_
, BAYPRESSURE tort correspondingto the STS-3 orbit, after about 50 hoursMET. :
The total bay pressure, however, is the sum of the ambient and the
'_ ; pressure produced by the outsass/ns. The contribution of the am-
':'"i l°-s bient becomes noticeable when the outgass/ngpressure is in the
r-_ ,, STS6ASELINI samerangeand, asshownin Figure2, the bay pres_re will be
_'_'l,t-.l BAYPRESSURE WAKE about 5xl0 "7 ton"at 50 hour MET and 2.5 -3.0xl0 "7 ton"after
-ii NORMALPRESS. 188 hours. These pressures are in soodagreement with the PDP
_,: @24! Km measurements of *,hepressuresafter thrusts f/ring at 97 hour and
' ! th_doors opening and closing at 127 and 167 hours MET. The
_ 10-7 contribution of the ambient pressure canvary according to theI 1 10 100 1000
orbit, the'solar activity and the relation of the Shuttle bay with
_' METTIME (Hr) respect to the velocity vector. The outgassing pressurewill vary
.]
.,_ according to the outgasein8materials temperatures. The Shuttle
_z_ Fig. 2 STS-3 bay pressureand STS-basellneempty bay pressure attitude with respect to the Sun, the lengthof the exposure time
with open and closed doors at 20°C: and the materialcharacteristicsdetermine the temperatures. The
_"',.i outgassing pressures of Figure 2 aztdthe other related parameters
i i have beenassumed to be produced by materialsat 20C. Those\t foot. The particulates' conditions improvewith time. After about parameterscan be modified to account for temperaturechanges,
15 hoursMET (Reference 2), the particulate environmentbecomes It is reasonableto assume that they may change by a factor of two
acceptable for optical observations. This indicates that during for each 10C temperaturevariation. This reflects a well known
ascent and severalhours after, a redistribution'andsettling of par- rule of thumb based on An'henius factor for reactions requiring
.,4icles occurs,An orig_ally clean surface may become covered about 10 kcal/mole activation energies.
with particles to a cleanliness level higher than class 300-750
thouBhtto exist while _heShuttle is on the ground. Whenthe bay is in the direction of the velocity vector, the
,- ramming ambient pressure asmeasuredby aninstrument in the
• .... bay is about two ordersof malpdtudehigher than if no ramming
,, ., Orbit occurred. The rammingp_m_re increase wiUbe detectable if the
outsassing pressure is sufficiently low or it is in the same rangeof
The bay pressurewith closed bay doorshas been shown in masnitude. The PDPilause on the STS-3 measureda total bay
Figure 2. The datafor the early t/oursof the fliShtwere from the presaexeof about 10"_ tort at about $ hoursMET when the bay
measurements in the STS-I bay. The pressure before the bay was in the velocity vector. At that tim,e, the outga_ pressure.
dc_Trof the _1"S-3were opened at 2:35 MET may have been as shown in Figure 2 was about 2x10"e ton', The rampre,,,ure can
abbot 9xl 0"4 ton., the same asthat measured in the STS-I bay. be predicted (Reference 11) by th_ relation:
/The pressurewith closed doors beyond 2:35 MET were derived
• ; using measur_nents made with the IECMmass spectrometer Pr = 4 Pw (v/u)2 (3)
(M/S) and with the 8auBe of the Plasma Diagnostic Packqe
(PDP), both on srs-3 flight. The M/S measured a pressure of where Pw is the normal ambient pressure,v ~ 8 km/s is the mm-
8.2x10"° ton. when the bay doors were closed at 167 hours ruing velocity and u is the ambient gasvelocity. The velocity of
•: MET (Reference 3), The PDPgauge indicated a pre.ure of 3.5x the oxygen is about 1.5 km/s and that of the n/trogen about
10-_torr at 126 hour MET when the doorswere temporarily 1.6 km/s at the STS-3 orbit. These valuessubstituted in the above
dozed (Refere_ice 4). Also, this instrument indicated that upon indicate that Fr • 112 P,,, and for the orbit no,pnal pressure of?
reopening the bay the pressure returned to avalue of about 2x 2.2x!0" ton', the ramm_8 pressureis 2.5x10"= ton" in close
10"_ton. in about 5 m/auras. The no_al ambient pressure at qpreementwith the measuredpressure. The ramming effect on the
the STS-3 orbit of 241 km is 2.2x_0" tort (Reference 10), outsz_ Is to increase the pressurenear the outg_ suffice
, , ' • , ,'
by a factor of 2 or 3 at a consequence of molecular reflection
The pressures at 2:35 and 167 METhavebeen connected (Referenm _2),
with a strut line. The inclination of the line represents the _
pressure drop with time and the rate of outipm/ng drop with time.
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The f'wingof theShuttleL2U,PRCSensineat97 hoursMET centVolatileComlemableMaterialon a25C collectorwhenthe
produceda bw Premm_of about3x10_ torr asncoeded_uith munplematerialisat 125Cfor 24 hoursina vacuum.
thePDPgauge.Thebaypressurereturnedto about3xl0"/torr
after 7 minutes from _hecenation of the firing. This was the sin- In su,wnary, the pressureasa function of time in an empty I ]
fle f'uingevent in all of the STS miu_ns which has beenrecorded Shuttle bay has been constructed based on measurements and
to producea pressureir_rease and a temporaryaccretion of about other considerations. The bay pressureshown in Figure 2, canbe j ]
175 ng on the 30C TQCM. That depodt disdpated with a time the basis for the evaluation of the _ota] pressureand other gaseous i l
:"- constant of about 15 minutes. 1'herearesome indications that parametersfor payloads in the Shuttle bay. The payloads pressure
; morethan one enginemay have been firedduringthis event. The will be the sum of the Shuttle, the payloadsand the naturalenvi-
: pressureproduced by the enBinefiringhas been shown _;_a spike ronmer.tinduced pressures. The content of the H20 and of the
: in Figure 2. The durationof the firinBs,the time neededto return heavymolecularmass materials in the total outBassin8havebeen
tOnormal preum_s, and the frequency of firingswill indicate the indicated as well as the suggestedcorrection for temperatures
_ _l_'dodswhen protection e_dnst con_tion end otheTohaenta- other than the 20"C. The density, tha scatteredfluxes and the
! tional restrictionsare necessary. ; column densit/es can be derived,from the bay pressureand the !
natureof the outgauin8, as indicated below.
_" An estimate of the normal gascomposition in the bay was
obtained from the M/Smeasurementson the STS-3 and STS..4 as
I reported in References 1,2 3_4 tad 13. Table 2 shows the per- Density In and Above Ba_,
I centa_ compositions, reco...2 in the _rs-3 with the bay doorsopen and closed at 7 hoursand 167hou MET,resp ctively. The The moleculardensity at the measurement location, foriso-
1-120partialpreuures measured on:the STS-4 with the bay door tropic conditions and constant temperature, is givenby
open at 5 and 140 hoursMETare indicated asis the compodt/on
of the RCS en_ne/_n'ingobtained during the M/S mappin8 of the n(t) = P(t)/KT (cm-3) (4)
STS-.4. From these, it appearsthat the outgassin8 compositinn
where P(to_) is the pressure,T(K) is the 8astemperature and K =
1.04xlO-19 (torr cm3/mole °K) is the Boltzmann constant. The
Tabh__. IECMmass spectrometermeasurementsof the Baseous density corresponding to the outBassin8pressureof Figure2 has
enwroument in the shuttle bay been plotted in Figure 3. The molecular dendty of each outgas-
sing component is in direct proportion with the fraction of that
STS-3
t r/ 7.2 hrs* 167hrs 94 hrs
•._ AMU Gas Bay Bay RCSEnsineFiring,
_:. :: Open Closed Bay:Open(_) (%) (_)
;,,,_" 1011
.!. 2 rl2sH2 -- -- 4.2 I_'' ' .... __' .... _'_T" _IJ"_C_" "1
4 He 24.9 18 -i 16 cN4 s.s 3.53: I i
18 H O 1.6 3.3
17 NI-I3 - Trace_ ",_e--STS CLOSEO 1g _
; 30 No 0.05 - - \32 0 2 0.03 0;41 -
-- 40 As 1.4 1.21 - N_ RAM
44 d Car 1.5 0.07 Trace45-150 Hy b. 0.02 0.15"* - ,_E
H20 count rates in the Open Bay of the STS-4 indicate partial £ 1011 /
presof 7.7xi0 -9 and l.Sx10 -10 tort at about 5 hoursand 140 _ :/
hoursMET. The 1420 time constant (I/e) was about I0 hours. _e
tu
• Misdon Elapsed Times es STB-3 '
• *Includes a LargeFreon Leak _ BAYOENSrrY
i 101o
may consist of leu than 3.3 percent of I"I20,and leu than 0.15 @ _0 Km"
percent for materialswith 45 to 150 emu. Withregardto the per- BAYDENSITY WAKE _\_:!_
centaBesof the highmnu material, one can reasonthat many of
the materials in the bay areof the samenature of the polymeflc
materialssuch as the adhesive RTV-566, the paint S-13G and
"i other sire/far materials, The vapor precqureof these materials 109
(MeJhylPhenllTrislloxane) at normal temperatures is about 3x @_ I
10"° ton (Reference 5)which wouldbe me/nttined in the bay
with closed doon, This partial presst)re when comperedto the
measured tout] pressureof 8.2x10"e at 167 hours Ml_'r,with AMBIENT'
closeddoorsindicatesthat theoutgauingfractionof them mate- @400Kin.
rials wou;d be 0.36 percent. With the bay open, the above partial
presanrewould be less and the fraction of these componentlwould 101 _I
approach the value 0.02 percent measuredwith the doom open at 1 10 100 !e00 _,;_
I 7 MET. One maymume, therefor, thatthe contlnlinl_t pmrt/al TIME(Hr)
p_ure is about0.1 perF_ntof the totalprepare, atull'_. Thia
is in accordance with the materialselect/on criteriawhieb_ttes Fl_. 3 STS-3 bay density and STSbaseline empty bay "
that materials for space use should producenot more _0.1 per- density at 20"C.
/
4
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component in the total dens/ty. The normal_ensity of the natural the substitution for the velocity v, the flux is
environmentat 241 km orl_itis2.4xI0 _ cm-a and is indicated o_
the graphfor reference. The pl_m_re at thlsorbJt ISP=2.2x10 " CD(O = n(t) [(KT/2wm)_] (cm "2 s"I) (6)
tort and the molecular mars isM = 19.56 kg/Kmole. The drop in
density and pre_ure as a function of distance from the measure- where n(t) (cm'3) is the gasdensity, m =M/N (g/molec) is the
ment locationin the bay hasbesn shown inFisure 4. The piots mol_colarmass,T(K) the 8astemperature and K= 1.35x10"16
show the dens/tier st 3 hours, 10 hours and 100 hours METas a (erg/mol°K) the Boltzmann constant. The empty bay direct flux
function of distance. They show that at about 10 meters from the for a temperatureof 293K and for nitrogen 8as(M= 28 &/mole) is
bay, the density (and pressure)is more than an orderof magnitude plotted in Figure5. The flux of H20 molecules, with the H20
lowerthan that at 1m. The equation employed to calculate the molecules bein8 about 3 _rcent of the total outEaSsin8,can bedrop is from Reference 12, estimated at ¢ =3.74x10- fD" The flux of heavymolecular mats
contaminants,estimatedto be present in the ratio of about 0.1
" n/no = 3/2 [exp(-4aR/_o)/(l+_) 2] (5) percent, is¢=2.64x10_n. The correspondins mas_fluxes are
M/N _ (Sr/cm_/s) where N i_the Avogadro number. A comparison
where _ = x/R, with x, (m) being the distancex_omthe surfaceof of some experimentally meam_l fluxes and those calculated from
hemisphere of radiusR = 2.4 m for the Shuttle bay, 7_o= 7x Figure 5 is obtained from the followtns. The fluxes recorded on
m the 8as mean free path at 241 km and no is the density at all QCM at temperature te_ than 30"C were reported to havethe surface. For orbitsgreatertha_ 200 km and for the ranseof variedfrorq{) to l.0xlO- gr/cm_/s on the STS-2 flight, fromO
radiiused here, the drops of density with distanceareapproxi- to 4.9x 10"__ for top sunconditions on the STS-3 and similarly
mately _e sameas those shown in this flllure. The mass density, for the STS-4 flisht (Reference 1). Calculations using the fluxes
p (8_/cmJ) issiren by p = n(}/_/N)whfre M isthe molecular mass of Figure 5 for amm M = I00 gr/mole and for the 0._ percent
(gr/mole) and N = 6.023x I0_a molec/grmole is the Avosadro num- presence, indicate that _e fluxmay be about 3x|O" • at 2.5
bet. The molecular mass dens/ties for each species can be obtained hoursMETand 9x I0"__ 8r/cmZ/s at 150 hoursMET.
.... _ in the same manneras for the molecular dens/ties.
ScatteredFluxes
DirectGaseous Fluxes
The return fluxes _R, produced from the scattering of emit-
The incident molecular flux on asurface resultin8 from the ted molecular fluxes _D with the ambientmolecules and particles
randommotion of the gas molecules is given by _D = ¼nv. With havingamean free path _o, canbe e_timatedusing the relation
Ioi _o,,,o
I _o 'soo Iooo I IO lOO _ooo
DIII"AFQ|Ira) TIMEIHr)
Fill. 4. _TS basel/heout41asde,s/ty v+.dlttance abovebay _Fill.$ Total direct and return flux vs. time in bueUne STS bay
• at 241 km.... (std. atmosphere).
L..+ __ _L+,,+
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i! (Reference 12): \
i : + l)] ~ 21(_xo) (_(R/Xo)[(vs/VD
1014 . , , , , , ilv_! , ,.'J'_'! , If,,:| i i li.w I, Ib.,.j
I. " where R ~ 2.4 m is the hemisphereradius assumedfor the Shuttle ' ' 2.3x 10is ©m-=
' bay, vs= 8 km/s is the 0rbRvelocity and vD = 0.4 km/s is the aver- _ ENGINEFIRING "_
i., agevelocity of emitted molecules. The returnfluxes out of the
! total direct flux have been calculatedfor 241,300, 400, 500, and
600 km orbits. They havebeen shown in Figure5. The return
flux of H_O moleculesat 241 km orbit has been calculated to be 101e
_ about 2x_01_(cm "2 s"1) at 2:35 METand about lxlOl I Jt_150 _TOTAL COLUMNDENSITY "_
MET. These compare to the waterinit_l returnflux of 10" _ _ti_ EaOtv. "
to 10S'max and fluxes of 10_ l to l0 se at the end of the flight \for STS-2, 3 and 4 (Reference 2). The scatteringof the outgasscd
molecules among themselves is about three ordersof malptl_dc _ HeO _,
orbit. It canbe estimated (Reference 14) usingthe equation 10_t
Oss = t'78x10"2 (olVVD)¢_2 (cm"2 s"l) (8)
where o (cm2) is the averagecrosssection of the outgassingmole-
cules and the other symbolsare as defined pscviously.
1011
f _N
Column Densities
The molecul_ column density Nc (cm"2) or the mass _umn
density MC (gr/cm), representing the numberof molecules or the
mass of all the molecules in a column 1 cm_ extending from the
bay to infinity can beestimated using(Reference 15) the relations 1010
No= (ko/Vs) _ ~ (R/Vs)_ ~ nR (cm "2) (9) % :
t_' i 1,1
where allthe termshavebeen defined previously. The baseline
column density for the Shuttle resultingfrom the meamLredpres--
surein the bay, has been shown in Fisure 6. The criteriafo_ the 10t i ........ I ........ "Shuttle to produce acolum density of less than 10A"can- water
molecules is seen to be met after 3 to 4 hours MET. Tltis is eb- 10 100 _,_0
tained when consideringthat the water is about 3 percent of the TIOE (Hr)
total column. The column densities in Figure 6 ai_e with the ,,
mea_ed maximumand minimumvalues of 3x10 t _ and 4x10 Av Fig 6 Column densitiesvs. thne for baseline STSbay.
cm" reported in Reference 2 for flishta STS-2, 3 and 4. The
columndensity duringengine firingisexpected to be approxi-
mately2.3x 1015 cm-2. The residualnumber of particles in the environment after 15-17
hoursin orbit is reported to be such that a telescope with leFOV
would detect one particlebf 25 tamnr largerdicaneterevery two
In Orbit ShuttleBa]/Particulate Environment orbits. It was also indicated that after the same period of time,
' .qanasfaintas the 10th maanltudearevisible and the observa-
The particulateenvironment in the bay will be dictated main- tions ere not impaired by particleradiations.
ly by the Shuttle surfaceconditions which existed durlnitStound
operationsand immediately before launch. The surfaceconditions The dumping of excess water generatedat the fuel cells
on flights I to 6 which were inspected according to cleanliness occurs periodically. The water dumping rate is abou_ 68 kg/hr
level 1 and did not benefit of the OPF improvements,were eeti- and lute ummllyabout an hour. Some of the water is used for
mated to correspondto class300 for smallparticlesand 7_;Ofor cooling and is rejected as a vapor via the Flash Evaporator System
largeparticles. The particulate volumetric conditions in the bay (FES). None of the 25 FES dumpscarried out duringthree mi_-
duringthe early hours of flight were measuredwith the cucade aeonshavebeen detected by the IECMM/S. Only one at ! 1.8 ,
impactors. They indicated conditin_ equivalent to those of clean ' hours MET of the STS-2 was correlatedwith the M/Sand no in-
room class ! 00K. The camera photometer also indicated that after crease in return flux was detected (Reference 2). However, during
15 to 17 hours the numberof observedparticlesin the bay were the direct water dumps, the pm'tlculatecounts in the camerapho-
about two orders of mqptitude lower than those observed 2 to 7 tometers framesareveryhigh. The scatteredlight from those per-
hoursin the flight (Reference 2). These measurementsmeat to ticles have limited the photometer exposures to less than one
indicate that in the early hoursa particulateenvironmentqa,cs_- second. The numberof particles counted in the one second expo- 1'_ _
eted in the bay by the release of the particleswhich were e_nthe sure have been more than one hundred immediately after the
surf|cue on the ipround.These particles eventually re-settle on the dump. The cour,t shows leas than 10 particles about 12 minutes
originalsurfacesor on other surfaces. The settilng may produce after termination of the dump, and full observation can be re-
surfacedeposits correspondingto class300-750 or larleren sur- guned after about 25 minutes. It is apparentthat to avoid water t i
faces which had beencleaned or were clean before iaunch, It is condensation, surface damagesand particulate deposits, cryo_ _r- ,
._o o,__ ii!cleaned become the of contamination of a clam lurfaes _ tnd for a periodof time after awater dump.and the extent the contamination may !rudeor largerof the none.leansurface, It may be expected'that an In summery, the particulate environment of th_;,_huttle bay :!unprotected surface in the bay under the presen] 8roun4 _ appearsto have these characterkflcs: (1) it corresponds to a cleancondltiom, r,tay become a minimnm of 2.7xl 0" peresnt (clm room clase 100Kdurtn8the first 17houm of flight;(2) the settle-300) to more than 2.6 percent(elm 750) obscuredwid/l_Inorbit, ment of the particulateson the surfaceafter the 17 hours may
6 _.
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pro_uce obAcurationsof 2.6 percent or more _nding to 750 ' Payloads Environment in the Shuttle Bay
sW.t'acacleanlineu levels;(3) protection of surfaces and instru-
ments is needed duringand after 1-120dump for aperiod of about : The inclusion of payloads in the Shuttle baymodi,_es the
15minutes; (4) optical observationscanbe resume_ after about baseline Shuttle environment developed and described in the pre-
25 minutes afterthe dump; (5) backgroundbrightness from patti- vious pages. The additionaloutgesalng and particulatescontrt_oute
• des is not detectable in the visible region of the spectrum aftt_r1S to the modification of the environment. The resultant environ-
to 17hours MET(with exception of H20 dumps);(6) the IECM ment provides the data for the evaluation of contamination haz-
measurements appearto indicate that l_o'_roblemwill exist in the aids internally and externally to the payloads, and the evaluation
UV and IR regions with the exception of the_tl_tmpperiodand the of the visibility and interferences in their field-of-view. It also
• early 17 hoursof flight. However, measure_er/ts havenot been controls the rate of pressuredrop and the ultimate pressure ach/ev-
made in those regions. _ ableinside apayload. The application of the baseline Shu.**,feen-
/ vironment to the development of the payload'senvirom_.,entin the
Natural Environment- Oxygen and Glow/MaterialDegradation bay will be employed for the evaluation of the SpaceTelescope
' (ST) environmentin the Shuttle bay. This particular application is
Atomic oxygen pre_ent in the earthextended atmosphere not only important for its future use, but it also makes use of the
appearsto cause measureablechanges in the propertiesof several development carriedout in another document (Reference 5), of
materials in the spacecraftwhich areexposed to its flux for a few methods for the evaluation of payloads produced environment.
days. Kapton insulations, silverfilras, aluminum,osmium coating
and other materiaharesignificantly affected by oxygen. These
materialsshow thickness losseswhich have been correlated(Ref- Pres_tre and OtherGaseous Parametersin the
erence 16) to the oxygen fluence and to an emp_Iricallyderived Shuttle BayCanyin_ aLa_e Payload (ST)
reaction rate constant. The xate'constant K(crn_/_tom)_ies ' '_
with the materials rangingfrom about 0.46xI 0"_" forTedlar to The pressure1.1the bay increases in proportion to the addi-
3.3x 10"2. for Kapton and does not appearto changeat the oper- tional sources of outgassing. The outgassin8of the payloads can l
sting temperaturesbeing experienced in orbit. It also seems to be beobtained from vacuum chambertests knowing certain parame-
unaffected by the relative location of the materialwith _spect to ters of the system or by a combination of tests and analytical
the spacecraftvelocity vector. The loss of Oqcknessof these evaluation of the 0utgess_ contribution of certain elements of
materialscan beesthnated using the following: h = noVst K(cm) the payload(Reference 5). In the cas_ of the ST, the throughput
where na (atoms/cm:) is the ambient oxygen density at flight alti. was obtained from the vacuumchambertest of one of the instru-tude, vs(cm/s) is th. s/c velocity, t(s) is the exposure time of the merits,complemented by estimatesof the outgassin8of other ele-
materialto the oxygen andK is the reactior_rate constant. It is ments based on samplematerialtests, That estimate which was
_'_f thought that the same processproducinga loss of materialsmay used to calculatethe internalpressure of the ST assuminga soffi- ,
be responsible for the cleaningof som_ surfaces. This cleaning ciently low external pressureis indicated in Table 3 in terms of the
may involve a processof convertingchemically so e outgassed individual contributio s. The total outgessingthroughput is given
!_!i complex molecules to lightermolecules or to atoms which are by
volatile. : .
Q = 72 t-1 + 6.81 e"t/0"27+ 12,6e "t/34 (torr°£/s) (10)
Another processnoted duringthese flights and requiring
additional investigations is the presence of an optical'emission sur- where t is the time in hours.
roundingthe vehicle surfacesexposed to the ramdirection. The
glow from these 'emissionscompetes in intensity with brightstars The pressureswhich this throughput will produce in the bay
and as such it b an optical contaminantand modifier of the envi- area function of the bay con_uctances. These were previously •
ronment. The processproducingthe glow is unknown at the pre- indicated to be about 4.8x10_, l/s when the bay doors areclosed
_1' sent time, but it has been conjecturedthat excited states of the and to be about 8.6x10° I/swith the bay open, These ST pressure
hydroxyl radical(OH) and certain statesof molecular oxygen and contributionsin the bay havebeen shown in Figure 7 together
nitric oxide may be responsible. The glow appears to have a dff- with the basic Shuttle bay outgassingpressures. The payload con-
fuse spectral cOmponent in the spectral region of 6300 to 8000A tributions are:
(Reference 4).
Table 3. Majoroutgassingsourcesof the SpaceTelescope.
Quantity Surface(cm2) Weight(k8) Outgas_ Rate Notes(tort _/s); T(hr)
Instruments 8 - "318 ea 48/t Data from FOCT/V test Ref.
CCWG12/80
Aft-shroud paint - 1,43x106 - 2,8x102 e"t/027 From te_t sampledata of
(Z-306 + 9992) MMC& GSFC Ref, CCWG
° 12/80
s
/ Telescope tube paint - 2.06x106 - 4.01xl02 e"t/027 Same as above
/ (Z-306 + 9992)
/ r
/ Structure [CFRP (GE)] - _-, 516 12.6 e"t/34'4 From test on 20 lb by MMC '
Ref, same asabove
t
Multilayer insulation(double 5000 1.42x 1010 - _ 24/t From LMSCtests Ref.
aluminized Mylar6.35 _m J. Vac ST VoL 17(3) 6/80 /
_: thick)
t
• . .2 L± .... L ............... _-- - '
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t'i PT" PP  Ps, where PE _ the naturalpressureand n may have avalueof one orn = 4 (v/u)z = 112 aspreviously indicated for the rammingcondi-10-2 . tions. It should be noted that the pressure of the environment
i - : nPE is noticeable only when the two other pressures are in the !
same rangeof value i.e., when the outg&:_inghas become suffi- !
F ciently low. In Figure7, the pn'ssurePp produced by the ST, and
that of the Shuttle Ps have been shown individually. Their sum is
" \ shown with heavy lines. Withresard to the ambientpressure, the
10-I ST will orbit at an altitude of 560 km oz higher. The normal
parametersof the ambientat 560 km are:
,, ENGINERRING _' PE = 9"97x10"10tort, _'o = 1.8x105m,
51"8%% Sl" P = 1.67Po, M = 12.8g/_nole
-- 10-4 _ This pressure hasa limited effect when the bay is in the wake re-
: _ _ :3 8ion. It will influence the total p_ssure when the outsasaln8pres-
to _ sure is in the rangeof 10"e to 10" tort, i.e., after manyhoursee
: = _ orbit. On the other end, if the bay is in the r_m directS, the
: j environment contribution will be nPE = 112x9.97x lO'le = 1.1 Ix10" tort. The total pressurein which the ST will be br_ersed at
e. lO-S _ _, 560 km with the bay in the ramdirection canbe expressed, for
BAYDOORSOPEN __ open bay conditions as
_ PT = (8.31 xl0 "6 t"1+ 7.97x10 "7 e"t/O:z7
_ + 1.46x10 -6 e'_t/34) + (1.33x10 "$ t-l)
:! ST OUTG.' + 1.1 lxl0 "7 (ton) : (15)
I! BASIC ,,_,1_,_, RAM and for closedbay:
OUTGA8. "%._@ M0_ pT : (1.5X10_3 t.l + 1.41X10.4 e.t/027
10-7 i I J i iltii[ I i i l i i i tit i I IIILI10 I(M 1000 + 2.62x10 "4 e-t/34) + 2.32x 10"3 t'l
TIME(Hr) + 1.1 ixl0 -7 (ton) (16) |ii.
Fig. 7 STS bay with spacetelescope, pressure vs. time at 20°C. It is apparent that for closed bay conditions, the environment
pressure is avery smallcontribution for a long time. At this time
it seems appropriateto make a digression. Comparin8 the total
for closed bay; pressures calculated above with the internal pressureof the ST cal-
cuhted assumingzero external pressure (Figure 3 of Reference 5),
Pp = Q/4.8xlO4 (torr) (11) one fmds that the internal pressure is always abc_t two orders(f/
magnitudehisher than the external when the bay is open. This
and for open bay; impliesno limitations on the rate of ST internal p_ drop. :'Jn
the other case, when the doorsare closed, the ST internal pl_._sure
Pp = Q/8.6x 106 (ton) (12) is controlled by the bay external premire. This suggests tY._theST should be released from the bay within 4 to 5 hours-afterbeing
where Q is givenby Equation 10. in orbit if one wishes to avoid delays in the internal pressurede-
cay. The other observation is that when the RCSeni_es are l]red, t,
The pl_-ssuresin the bay produced by the materialoutgasdng the pressure in the bay isabout 4x 10"' tort. This pressure is
3f the Shuttle, Equations 1 and 2, and of thepeyload, Equations hisher than the ST internal pressure after the ST has been in orbit
11 and 12, are the sum of the two i.e. for 20 to 30 hours. Consequently, a firingafter 20 to 30 hours
METwould produce aback flow of gates into the ST.
for closed bay, The additional characterizationsof the payload environment
p = pp = (l.Sx10 -3 t-1 + 1.41x10 -4 e"t/027 are obtained from the total pressure usingEquation 4 for the
density, Equation 6 for the direct flux, Equation 7 for the return
+ 2.62x10 -4 e-t/34) + 2.32x10 "3 t"1 (ton) (13) flux and Equation 9 for the column dendty. Onemay amnne for
simplicity that the gas consistsof nitrogen at normal temperature.
for open bay, Theparameters applying to each gascomponent canbe estimated
• by udng the gases composition fractions indicated in Table 2 for
p = (8.31x10 -6 t-1 + 7.97x10 -7 e"t/027 + the Shuttle bay. The effect of temperature can be accounted us-
ing the rule previously suggested. The 8raphlcalpresentations of
+ ! .46x!0 "6 e"t/34) + 1.33x10"$ t"1 (tort) (14) the density, direct and returnflux, and column demdty for the ST
in the bay, havenot been included in this paper. However,the
These pressures affect the natural environment and cause contain- ratio of the pressures in the bay with and without the ST u ob-
inations an_ obscuration. In addition to the outgasaln8premure, talned from Figure 7, can be used to estimate those parametersis ]
one must add the natural environmentpressure which is a function a function of time. Throe ratios applied to the resultsfor the
of altitude, of solar activity and attitude of the bay with rmpect to empty bay in Figures 3 to 6 providethe needed data. It is seen
the velocity vector. The total bay pressure PT is then that the tncludon of the ST does not change drastically the •
8
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baseline environment. The fractionsof_he direct flux which can (a) The BasicShuttle Environment
be used to estimate the deposits of contaminant, the column den-
sity and the returnflux can beestimated, aspreviously indicatedt • The pressure in the bay which includes monitoring intttu-
by: _=2.64xlO_c/JD(t) forMffi400gr/moleand_=3.74xlO "2 ments and la at normal temperature,drops to about 10"Jtorr
_D(t) for waterM = 18g/mole, where _q)(t) represents the total after 2 hours in orbit while the bay dOorsare_clmed.Withthe
". flux asa function of time. ' doors closed, the pressure!_ould drop to 10.5 tort after 200
hours, With the baybeing opened, the bay pressuredrops
The evaluationof the contamina_,_depositscanbe predicted between two and three orders of magnitude(l/178) and is
• using the inpingingflux data asobtained here and using the meth- about lxl0 "7 tort after 100 hours.
ads indicated in Reference5. For example, for the ST it is seen
from the pressure curve for open doors, Figure7, that amaterial • The lowest pressureattainable in the bay is dictated by the
M = 400 which would have apartial pressureof 10-_ of the total ambient pressureand the direction of the bay with respect
pressure(Pt) candeposit on a surface at 20°C (Psat = 3x10"8 tort)
for only about 2.5 hourswhen the inpinging flux on the surface to the velocity vector. At 2_41km(STS-3 orbit), the normal
will be greaterthan the evaporatingflux of the same materialfrom ambient pressure is 2.2x10"7 torr. This pressurein an empty
the surface. Water(Psat ffi17.5 tort at 20°C) cancondense only bay not in the velo_,ityvector, would be reached in about
duringthe first few minutes, hence, any water deposit on normal 200 hours. For a bay in the velocity vector, the rammed
temperaturesurfaces must involve an adsorption process. The ambient pressure produce_a preemu_about 112 tim_s the
acceptable H20 columndensity of 1012 cm-2 above the bay for normal or about 2.4x10"_ torT. In the early hours Ofthe
the ST will occur 10hours MET. mission, the rampressure could be increased noticeably by
the initial high outgassingpressure.
ParticulateEnvironment of Payloads • The gaseouscomposition in the bay may include about 3 per-
cent H20 and probably less than 0.1_rcent heavymolecularThe numberand distributionof particulateson surfacesand components. _ .
the NVR deposits will depend on the environmental conditions to
which the payload(P/L) and the Shuttle were exposed, and on the • The density a_d pressure above the bay is about I orderof
frequency,effectiveness and timing of the cleaning operationsbe- magnitudelower at I0 meters distance.
fore launch. A visibly clean P/L (visibly clean according to any
, of the definitions of Table I) installed in the Shuttle bay which is • A total column density of I013 (cm-2) exists overthe bay
= I expected to be clean as pervisible clean level 1,may end up having after about 1(]_ours i_ orbit. Howev0r,the acceptable H20
• I the surfacescovered by particulates correspondingto class300 to column of 10SL(cm "_) is established after 4 hours in orbit.
750. The particulates _'romthe Shuttle bay will create in orbit an
x 9
_.i i environmentwhich is equivalent to clean room class 100 K. The • The random flux of H_O molecules is about 1.1 10- gr/ :
eventual settling after 15 to 17hours in orbit of these particulates cmz/s when the ba7 is-opened and drops linearlyto about :
! on any surface in the bay will produce the cleanlinesslevel of the 6xi0-i i gr/amz/tlafter IOOhour_in orbit. Correspondingly, i
orderof 300-750 or more. If the surfaceconditions of a P/L are the flux of molecules having M 400 st/mole drops from
10 o LO-11: z _'the sameas those of the Shuttle, the P/L may end up more con- about 1.7x10" t about 1.05xl " 8r/cm /s.
taminated than it was originally. It is reasonableto assume that
• : additional particles from the P/L surfaces will not alter sitni- • The indirect return fluxes ere dependent on the orbit and
ficantly (not by order of magnitude) the volumetric particulate solar conditions. At 241 km orbit, the return under normal
_._- densities (cleanlinessclass 100K) in the bay. The settling distribu- conditions areapproximately 7.2 percent of the above ran-
tion and the numberof particleson a unit surface should remain dom fluxes. The percentage drops inverselywith the ambient
I_"_- about the same. One may conclude that for the present unim- mean freepath.
proved OPF and the standardvisibly clean level 1 inspection, a
payload surfacein orbit may be describedto have cleanliness level • The firingof th_ RCSengines may increase the bay pressure
of about 750 and that unprotected optics become degraded by nt to about 3xI0"_ tort. The engine effluent contains about 30", •
much as2 percent by those particulates, percent H20 and traces of NH3 and CO2, This high pressure
which canbe deleteriousto high voltage experiments and to
the internal pressuresof instruments dropsto the normal bay
Results pressure after 7 minutes from the termination of the firing.
A generalized baseline environmentof the empty Shuttle bay • The particulatescarriedin orbit by the Shuttle and other 8en-
has been developedand characterizedby its pressure, density, erated particlescreate in the bay an environmentequivalent
column density, scatteredfluxes and surface particulatescoverage, to air cleanliness class 100K clean room. The settlement of
Thisbaseline environmentcombined with the self-generated envt- these particlesafter about 1$ to 17 hoursin orbit produces
i rownent of the payloadsand that of the natural environments can surface deposits of about the same cleanliness levels existing
be used to derive the parameters needed to evaluatethe visibility previout to launch. These leve1_aredescribableby product
limitationt, the contamination hazar_ and other ambiental condi- deanUnesslevel 300 for particles< 25 tun and level 750 for
_, tions of importanceto a P/L mounted in the Shuttle bay. The largerparticles, The deposits can produce reflection and
estimation of the SpaceTelescope environment in the Shuttle hu transmittancelosses of less than 2 percent. These deposits re-
. _ been used as an example of the application. For that example, the suit from the urdmpmvedambiental c_mlltlons at KtFC,
, ST self-generatedgaseous environment was availablefrom apre- OPFfacility and from the cleanlnj inspection procedurede-
_ vious study carriedout to define the in-orbit ST internalpressure scribed u Visibly Clean level 1,
1 and contamination. The empty Shuttle environmenthas b_en de-
} rived from discrete meuurements of different parametersmade • The backtm_d brijhtness from partlclm and molecules is
with instruments mounted in the bay of the first four Shuttle not detected in the visible andprobably in the UV and IR
flight=. Those miss/ant were evaluating,amongothers, the various rations (no measurements,however, have been made in them
systems without any concernfor the ameliorization of the envi- regions) after 15 to 17 houri inorbit. This reflects the fact
• _ ronment. These meammunentscombined with theory have pro- that particleswill be settl_
F vided a delcription of the environmentalparametersand criteria
which may be uted to evaluate the gaesout and particulatecond/- • The direct dumpingof excese H20 producesa large number
I tious of a payloadin the bay. The results which havebeen preasn- of ice ptrtldes. The scattered Htht ftxxnthese particles*.bnits
, , ted in Figurer I to 6 and in Tablet I and 2 areas follows: severelythe optical observations from the bay. The partlcu-
!_._'_ late level drops about an magnitudeorder of within 10-1 2
[/
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minutesand full observationscan be made after about 2S-'_ when the firingis carriedout when the ST telescope door is j
minutes, open or if the fidn8 is madeabout 10 hours afterlaunch e_nd
the ST aperture door is closed.
(b) The Payload Environmentin the Shuttle Bay
Withregardto the payloads particulateenvlmnment two el-- /
The payloads enviromnentcan be evaluatedby combin/n8 the temative conditions exist: a payload was protected duringground _:
Shuttle basic environment with the payloads self-generated envi- operations and is clean at launchwhile the re_tof the Shuttle and
r " ronment which canbe obtained from vacuum chambertests, and/ other payloads havereceived limitedcleanin8attention; or the
or, a combination of tests and theory. One cancalculate the addS- opposite situation exist at launch. In either casea clean surfacein
tion._lprem,re in the Shuttle bay knowing the gaseousthroughput the bay may end up bein8 contaminated by particulates. Th4L _ ,_ ,
i and the Shuttle vent conductance. The other parametersare then numberand distribution of the particles on the mu-faco74,v, _, :_i: _ *
obtained from the known total pressureand kinet_ theory rela- equal orworse than the dirty surface in the bay. ]t_ ,._-'_'_/ __- -_'_/__ _i: _tionships. With these parametersand aknowledg_ of the environ- the panicle environment described fot_tlsebmdcSh, "_: ,'_ ;_ "_
ment ch_Mc4dcomposition one can evaluate the payloads internal also applicable to the payloads. For tl_runimprove - , _, - ._ ._.
• andexternalcontmmina_iondepoalts, the observationalconstralnts, facility and for an inspection described by the vialb_ %,_'_:._i_.I_
and the limitations imposed on some instruments internalvcnting, one may have: • " :- _
The abm;e techniquehas been employed to estimate the environ- '_ : :
ment of the SpaceTelescope_inthe bay. The 8aseous throushput @ apayload will be exposed for about 15 to 17 hours_v_.-;c_:
of the ST which was availablefrom another study is equivalentto _ orbit to an environment correspondingto clean room clam
the throughput of severalpayloads. As such, the ST environment 10OK.
in the bay will approximate closely the environment to be expec-
ted in the Shuttle with a full complement of payloads. Some of • the redistributionof particulatesdurin8that time will pro-
the resul_ areas follows: duce surface coveragedescribedby cleanlinesslevel 300 for
r . , particleslem than 25/am and class750 for largeparticles.
• .The pressure, density, fluxes and column densities in a Shut-
'._tlebay containing severalpayloads, areexpected to be two or * A payload optical surface may acquirea lore of reflectivity
/ three times higher than those for the empty bay. Thiswas and transmittanceof less than 2 percent.
_ .obtained by inch:dins the outgaad_8 of the ST whldt in-
,i_cludes its paint, str.,cture _.nd eisht equivalel)t full im_r_- • Dumping of H20 produces a largenumber of particulates
_ ments. The bay pressurewill be _bout 7x10 "° and 3x10" which precludes observations duringand for a periodof
to.-rafter4 an_l I00 hours in orbit, respectively. These tom- about 25 minutes after the dumpins.
pan_to 3x10"° and 1.2x10-_ torr for the Shuttle without •
payloads(but includin8 measuringinstruments). • Visible res/on observations arenot affected by background
ti brishtneseOfparticles and molecules except durin8 the early
• The contaminant fluxes amundn8the composition of 3 per- 15 to 17 hour_,the.water dumps and the en_;inet'a'inss.AI-
cent water and 0.1 percent gasof molecular mass of 400 i/ though tests haveno_ been made, it is probably that UV and
mole, will be asaln about 2 or3 times hisher than the eq}pty IR observations arealso no_ affected durin$ the mine periods.
bay_fluxes or 2.5x !0"_ gr/cmZ/s for H20 and 3.9x I0"to 8r/
cmZ/s for M = 4_. upon opening the bay doors, l_ese will
become l.lxl0 "re gr/cm2/s and 1.9xlO-II gr/cmZ/s after Conclumons
IOOhoursin orbit. The rate of dropof the presmweand of
the other descriptive parametersare not linearwith time but The generalconclusions which transpire from this analy,i, are:
area combination of several rates. : The payload gaseousand particulateenvironment in the Shuttle
• The returnfluxes will be about 2.8x10"4 of the direct fluxes bay is not substantiallydifferent or more objectionable than the
at 560 km altitude, which is the orbit of the SluiceTelescope. self-generated environment of a largepayload or spece'_'a_. How-
' ever, the environment is different durhqlthe following periods
• The totes column dens/ty over thel_ay is ][bout 2.2x1013 when the P/L may requireprotection and/or one should take cer-
(cm") after I0 hours and 2.2xI.0 _" cm-" after I00 houn_ taln precautions:
The water column dens/ty of I0_ will be availableafter 6-
7 hours in orbit. • durin8ground facility operations
• for the tint 15 to 17hours of flight
• The premure and demdtydrop by an orderof magnitude at a • wMledumping water and for 25 minutes after
distanceof 10 m over the bay. * while the RCSenaines arebein8 fired and for 7 minute, after
• The Ions term pressurein the bay is dictated by the natural The inclusion of a reasoneble number of payloadswith normal
orbit premure. _=_rthe ST, at 5_0 km the normalpressure is outllalh_ characteristicsin the bay does not sdter by order of
about 9.97x 10"__ ton. Tide would beobtsin,_d after many mqnitude the basic Shuttle environment.
days. However, with the bay in the velocity vector, the sin-
S blent rs_ pressureis about 1.1x10"_ tort which will be The environment calculated for the ST may b9 repremntatlve': approachedwithin 200 hours. The contmninantfluxee which of t to be expected for a full complainant of pay-
arl[_i odlltnatefrom the outittmin8m not limlt,.'dby this pnlure, loads in the bay.
_'t " d[[_ ] • The bay pressuredoes not limit the ventixqlof payload_ The Other environmentaldifficulties such u materialdmnsse an
[[i 'I ventingthne constant of the bey with the closed doors is_ opticMemilalons of ce*tainmrfaces m common to a frae flyer or
[[_ [ shout 7 seconds. For the ST, the bay doors should be open- a payload, when orbltin_ at the tame altitude. /
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